
CHESS DESIGN
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 Combining the 
 exploration of form 
 language and ideation  
 with a consumer 
 pinpointing “matrix”,   
 chess pieces and    
 a chess board were 
 designed to solve 
 specific design 
 challenges:
 Organic mild:
 Consider needed accordances or
 touchpoints which will allow a level of  
 comfotable play for the user.

 Architectural mild:
 Create a clear semantic language for a  
 chess piece in relation to it’s role.
 
 Architectural wild:
 As well as all of these, also incorporate
 a greater use for the design -here a   
 modular shelving unit.

 Organic wild:
 As well as all of the above,  these 
 pieces are also designs for bottles and  
 the board is a bottle rack/carrier. mild
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organic+mild This organically mild chess set is based on simple 
objects and shapes from nature like honeycombs, 
yet is also complex like nature in its systematic 
breakdown of parts.  The “system” of rings not 
only defines the hierarchy in numbers, but cre-
ates a level of complexity extending up from the 
pawn to the king.  The pieces are also sensitive to  
touchpoint, allowing for comfort during use.  

This architecturally mild chess set is very simple 
and straightforward aesthetically, but is also 
based on the basic opposition between architec-
tural planes and angles.  Each piece is also iden-
tifiable in a very clear semantic language relating 
to a piece’s representative features.
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architectural+wild
This architecturally wild chess set is inspired by  rotating shelving 
units, in particular that of achille castiglioni called joy, and attempts 
to bring to the chess piece the accessibility and diversity inherent 
within modular structures.  They also take into consideration 
touchpoints for comfort and a semantic language based on size 
and number of “shelves”.
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This organically wild chess set and board is inspired by the cutting edge 
bottle designs of the method company, and as well as each piece being 
a new design for a “bottle”, the board is a theoretical design for a bottle 
caddy, made to carry and perhaps display.  The inspiration for form was 
based on the flow of liquids, which while naturally being beautiful and 
elegant, also creates a relationship between the vessel and its contents.

The formal quality and shape of each piece was prioritized, 
as well as the need for asymmetry to add interest, and the 
design was intended to be utilized with current manufactur-
ing methods for plastic bottles such as blow molding.


